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COMMODITY_______________________________              DATE_________________________ 
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SUPPORT: 

1.  __________ 

2.  __________ 

RESISTANCE: 

1. ___________ 
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ATM STRADDLE PRICE 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 

FUND POSITION__________________________ 

Notes (vol, skew, daily activity): 

 

 

 

 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

Notable Trades: 

Corn 1/27/2020 - 1/31/2020

383 1/2

404 1/4

H

K

N

380 11.5 15.75%

385 24 16.25%

390 34 3/4 17.75%

375

375

383 1/2

388 1/4

-25k COT (+40k w/w)

1/27 H380c v389 3/4 d.46
     5 5/8¢ 1500x
H400c 1 1/4¢ 2300x
J390c 7 1/8¢ 1000x
H385c 4 3/8¢ 1300x
H385c 4 1/8¢ 1100x

N320p 5/8¢ 1000x
H385c 3 7/8¢ 1000x
H380p v 381 d.47 5 1/8¢ 2000x

H390c 2 1/4¢ 1000x

1/30

1/31

Neutral/lower

Corn seems to really want to break but just can't find the momentum with a massive drop in Wheat. 
It finished the week down 6¢ with vol up 1 1/2%.

We saw some interesting developments in the options market that could signal more break to come. 
The put skew dropped, typically a move funds make (selling puts) before they sell the futures. The 
reason for this is They no longer need long puts as protection if they are going to be short the futures. 

There is a lot of support on the Corn chart over the next 10 cents. We would expect to see the drop 
happen as a slow grind, a contiuation of what we saw last week. 

There really isn't a great way to play this with options as prices (vol) are a little too high to buy, but 
not quite high enough to sell as the fear exists that we could blow through some strikes. We think the 
best play is to wait for this market to bottom. If you're long tearm bearish, there are some cheap 
back month puts. Cheap call and put butterflies aren't a bad way to play an opinion either. 
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Wheat 1/27/2020 - 1/31/2020

547 1/2

518 1/4

H

K

N

555 22 3/4 21.5%

550 45 3/4 21.75%

550 61 3/8 22.25%

545

538 1/2

566

576 1/2

+41k COT (+2k w/w)

1/27 K590c v563 1/2 d.36 
     14 1/2¢ 1000x
H550p 8¢ 1000x

Still technically higher, but turning

Wheat finished the week down 19 3/4¢ with vol unched. It certainly didn't feel like it was down that 
much as each day we saw Wheat down big, but recover most of its losses. The commodity was 
down small every day last week. Its a painful grind lower as the market tries to decide if the rally is 
really over. 

After more than 120¢ grind higher rally over 5 months, we would typically expect to see a fast and 
furious selloff over a couple of days. So far, that sign isn't there. Wheat skew is pretty flat, especially
to the down side. The shape is more of a very wide U. If you are of the opinion that the selloff will 
pick up, puts can be bought at a cheap price realtive to ATM vol. Overall vol is quite expensive 
realative to the other grain markets. The puts aren't cheap in and of themselves (vol) but they are 
cheap realtive to ATM options (skew). 

What does all that mean? Buying puts and hoping for a break is a difficult play. If it doen't break, It'll 
be expensive. And even if does break, vol could drop, or theoptions could decay more than the delta 
would offset. There are a number of ways to play this, all more complex than anything we would 
recommend to anyone abut the most experienced options traders. Its best to just not get hurt on the 
options. If you're really bold, take a look at put calendars, and put flys, maybe even crooked/diagonal!
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Soybeans 1/27/2020 - 1/31/2020

920 3/4

919

876

865

900

919

H

K

N

870 24 3/8 14%

890 45 13.25%

900 61

X

13.25%
920 90 14.5%

-55k (-36k w/w)

1/27 N800p 1 3/8¢ 700x
H830p 1/2¢ 1500x
N800p 1 3/8¢ 1100x

N880p 11 1/2¢ 500x

H900p 12¢ 600x
J910c 18 7/8¢ 700x
H880p 3¢ 500x
K910c/X1000c 2 1/2¢ 600x

H870p  5 7/8¢ 900x
H870p 6 1/2¢ 900x
H870p 7¢ 600x

H890c 8¢ 1000x
 

1/28

1/29

1/30

1/31

Lower

Beans finish the week down almost 30¢ as coronavirus fears are rippling though all markets. 

The speculation is that widespread Coronavirus in China will delay purchases of US Ag products,
 undoing all the (alleged) good of the Phase 1 trade deal. 

We saw the COT drop last week, and with selling the second half of the week as well we would expect
to see it drop some more again this week. The chart is hitting some major support, but funds have 
the ability to add to their short position. Seasonally, this isn't a great time to buy. Something would 
have to change in the market to lend some support. 

We're not super bearish from here, but not bullish either without some news. We expect the market to
chop around. The fact that March vol has picked up a bit on this drop (mid teens constitutes high vol 
these days) makes us a little suspet that things aren't quite over yet. Look for a drop in vol to signal
the end of the move and begining of the chop. 




